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The meiotic development in pollen mother cells of Larix decidua, L. 
leptolepis and L. sibirica growing at  different localities In Sweden was 
studied. The percentage ol  completely damaged buds as well as the pollen 
sterility was estimated. 
The reaching of diplotcne took place earlier in I,, sibirica than in  L. 
dccidua and I,. lepfolepis. The second phase of high frost sensitivity (dia- 
kinesis - telophase 11, except for the ~ n t e r p i ~ a s e )  in the PAIC appeared in 
the sequence L. sibirica - L. leptolcpis - L, decidua. Differences within 
a species from locality to locality regarding the initiation of further devel- 
opment from diplotene could br: attributed to differences in temperature 
conditions at the different growth localities. The same was true for the 
induction of completely damaged buds. 
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1. Introduction 
The importance of the generative fitness in larch for 111e possibilities 
of  cultivating larch in Sweden was poinlect oul by Eriksson (1968 a) .  
The reasons for the frequenlly poor seed setting in larch were sum- 
marized by Eriksson (196s a )  according lo the following: 
>> 1. Failure of fertilizalion 
2. Disturbances in development causing embryonic lethality)>. 
So far we have confined our investigations to point 1. Therefore, 
only questions related lo this point will be treated in this communica- 
tion. 
Failure of fertilization mighl be due to: 
A. Insufficient pollinaliori 
B. Lethality of the gametes 
C. Imperfect developmenl of the pollen tube 
From the literature it  is well docunienled that there is a positive 
correlation between a low amount of pollen and the frequency of emp- 
ty seeds (Kurdiani, 1912; Tyszliiewicz, 1931; Rubner & Svoboda, 1944). 
Recently Eriksson et  al. (1969) have pointed out that poor seed set- 
ting in larch might be due to the fact that lhe dispersal of pollen is of 
short duralion. Furlhermore, only a limited number of ovules were 
assumed to be receptive (cf. Barner & Christiansen, 1960) during the 
period of pollen dispersal. These assumplions were supported by empir- 
ical data from a detailed analysis of the seed quality of individual cones. 
This examination showed that lhe percentage of filled seeds reached a 
maximum in a cerlain part of a cone. Sometimes Lhe maximum was 
observed close to the base of the cone. In other cones the maximum 
appeared in the cenlral par1 or close lo lhe apes of the cone. This 
means that the regions of thc cones showing high percentages of filled 
seeds had contained receptive ovules during the time for pollen dis- 
semination. Conversely in those regions in which the percentage of 
empty seeds was high, most of the ovules had not been receptive dur- 
ing the period of pollen dispersal. 
If this is of universal applicability has yet to be confirmed in a 
similar and extended analysis of the seed quality in individual cones 
harvested different years. 
It seems as if lhere is a disllarmony betmeen the duration of the 
receptileness of ovules and lhe duralion of the dispersal of pollen. 
As a consequence of lhis the percentage of filled seeds f r o ~ n  trees in  
seed orchards is not expecled to be high nor e len  moderate. This in  
turn  means that  it is necessary to compensate for the lack of pollen 
which appears before and subsequent to the period of dissemination of 
pollen. Otherwise the ovules which are receplive during those periods 
will not take part in  any fertilization. 
It  was stressed by Eriksson ei al .  (1969) thal  lhis paltern of flowering 
biology might be advanlagcous for the continued existence of a species. 
On the other hand i l  is a great disadvantage in  silviculture especially 
in the seed orchards. Unfortunately this has to a great extent been 
disregarded. 
The influence of gamele lelhality upon the seed setting in larch has 
been discussed in  a series of publicalions (Eliberg & Eriksson, 1967; 
Eriksson et al., 1967; Eliberg et  al., 1968; Erilisson, 1368 a and b; Eriks- 
son et el . ,  1969). The ga~nete  lethality might be due to genetic factors 
or unfavourable environmental conditions during gamete formation. 
Both types of lethalily h a w  been shown to appear in conifers (cf. the 
summary of meiotic investigations published by Andersson e t  al., 
1969). 
A low self fertility has frcyuenlly been regarded as a reason for the 
poor seed setting' in larch (cf. Eriksson, 1965 b and lit.cit.1. Whether 
the l o x  seed setting following self pollinalion originates from inhibi- 
tion of the growth of lhe pollen tube has not heen proved. 
The presenl conin~unicaiion constitutes a continuation of the papers 
listed abovc. The iiiain purpose was Lo study the pattern of nieiotic 
development in  pollen rnother cells (PAlC) of larch clones cultivated 
at  two or threc different localilies. Differences in  pattern of develop- 
ment for a n  individual clone fronl one locality to another will reveal 
the influence of environincntal conditions on nieiosis in  Lhe PRIC. l47e 
also intended lo investigate diflerences i n  pallern of meiotic develop- 
ment hetween the lhrec species involved, Lariz decidua,  L. Iepfolepis 
and L. sibiriccr. Similarly it was of interest to analyse a possible varia- 
bility within a species. On llle basis of the pattern of nieiolic develop- 
ment, the percentage of conipletely damaged buds, and the pollen 
sterility of various clones growing a t  different localities we hope to be 
able to suggest localities for cultivation of larch in  order to obtain a 
good pollen qualiLy and a sufficienL pollen quantity. 
2. Materials and methods 
The grafts i n v o l ~  ed in the present in\-esligation are the same as lisled 
i n  Tables 2--5 (p. 16-19) in lhe paper by Erilisson (1968 b ) .  To 
facilitate the reading of the present paper an  appendix showing the 
growth localities of all the investigated clones has been enclosed. In 
the appendix the diagrams showing the meiotic development of individ- 
ual clones are also indicated. The latitudes, the longitudes and the alli- 
tudes of the growth localities were presented in  Table 1 (p. 15) of the 
paper referred to above. The growth localities are illustrated in  the 
map in  Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. The gro~vth  localities for the grafts of 
L a r i z  decidun, L. lepfolepis and L. sibi- 
r ica  studied in the present communi- 
cation. 
If possible at  least ten male buds were fixed in acetic alcohol (1: 3) 
at each sampling. Some grafts did not contain generative buds in suf- 
ficient amounts and had lo be omitted from the investigation. The 
interval between the fixations was determined in advance and planned 
in such a way as lo cover lhe entire development from diplotene to 
tetrads. Owing to the temperature conditions the plan had to be revised 
to a certain extenl. In the Stockholm region almost daily fixations were 
made during the aclive phase of the meiotic development. The dates 
for fixation will be evident froin the diagrams below (Fig 2-24 and 
34-71). 
If possible the stage of development was determined in ten different 
buds for each graft and fixation occasion. However, in several cases 
completely damaged budq, i.e. buds lacking regular PMC occurred, 
which means that the determination of ihe meiotic stage had to be 
carried out in less than ten buds. The percentages of completely dam- 
aged buds are illustrated in the diagrams showing the pattern of meio- 
tic developmenl. As previously slated (Erilisson, 1968 b )  the cells in 
lhe completely damaged buds will not give rise to any pollen formation. 
This means that the complclely damaged buds will not contribute to 
the pollen slerilily. 
The temperature measurements were performed as described by 
Erilisson (1968 b, p. 17). Similarly the estimation of the pollen sterility 
was carried out according to Erilrsson (19GS b, p. 20).  
3. Pattern of meiotic development 
3.1. Larix decidua 
About 375,000 PXIC havc been classified with respect to meiotic 
slage i n  this species. 'The pattern of developinenl in the PRIC for the 
various clones is illuslrated in  Fig. 2--24. A4 is e\ident from these 
figures any coininon characlerisLic of the pattern o f  the meiotic d e ~ e l -  
opn~en t  can hardly be observed. 
3.1 .l. Reaching of  diplotene 
Most of the grafts showed that the PhlC to a great extent were still 
in pachytene a t  the start of the investigation during October 1967. The 
clones E 1001, R 1002, It 1003 a t  Deje, E 2006 at  Brolinas a s  well as  
clone IS 520 at  Sundmo coilstitule the only exceptions in this respect. 
In most of the clones all PAIC had reached Lhe diplotene stage on 3 
Sovember. W'helher or not this was lrue for the PMC a t  Sundmo can- 
not be stated as  no fixation v a s  carried out betm-een 25 October and 24 
November. 
It can be siated lhat lhe reaching of Llie diplotene stage took place 
relatively independent of the temperature condilions. It  might be 
expectcd lhat the ollset of meiosis is delerinined by a photoperiodic 
response. 
3.1.2. Completion of  meiosis 
Ekebo and Deje 
The results obtained from the clones studied a t  two or more locali- 
Lies clearly reveal that Lhe iniliation of furlher development from diplo- 
lene lalies place a1 different occasions dependent on the locality. This 
is well illustrated for clone L 2001. At Eliebo diplotene was to a rela- 
Lively great estenl passed on 1 7  Feb rua r j  whereas the initiation of 
further development from diplotene did not Lake place unlil the se- 
cond part of March at  Deje. All clones studied at  Eliebo and Deje reveal 
the same type of difference in pattern of development. The smallest 
difference was noted for clone E 2002 in which more than 90 per cent 
of the PhlC remained in diplotene until 9 hIarch a t  Eltebo. Subsequent 
to this a relatively rapid developrnenl to the tetrad stage took place. 
Unfortunalely the meiolic de~elopment  could not be determined ac- 
curately for all thc clones in\-olved owing to the high percentage of 
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Fig. 2. The meiotic development in the P M C  Fig.  3. The 111eioLic development in the PMC 
of clone E 1001, L, decidun growing of clone E 1009, L. decidun groning 
a t  Dcje and Sundmo. at  Elteho and Deje. 
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Fig. 4. The meiotic development in the PMC 
of clone E 2002, L. rlecitiua gro\?lng 
a t  Eltebo and Deje. 
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Fig. 5. The meiotic development in Lhe PMC 
of clone E 2002, L. dmrlua growing 
a t  Brolinas. The end of the meiotic 
ticvclopment is S ~ O \ T . I I  separately. 
X = w  /, PhIC  in diplotenc: C - 1, PAIC in dialiinesis - anaphase I, C = 
O/, P l I C  v-hich have reached the telrad stage, The colunlns s h o ~ ~ . n  as straight lines 
refer to thc percentage of co~nplcic.ly damaged bucls. The Iiatched coluniils 
refrr to the pollen sterility. 
Fig.  6. 'The end of Ihc meiotic development in 
t h e  PRIG of t h e  clones R 200-1 a n d  E 
2005, I,, dec i t luu  growing a t  Broknas.  
Fig. 8. The meiotic developinent in  t h e  PhIC 
of clone R 2012, I,. cleciduu growing 
a t  Eltcbo a n d  Deje. 
Fig. 7. T h e  e n d  of t h c  meiotic development  in 
thc  PhIC of clone E 2006, L, rlecidua 
grox~ing  a t  BroknBs. 
Date  1957-196E 
Fig. 9. T h e  meiotic development  i n  t h e  P M C  
of clone E 2013, I,. clecitlun gron ing  
a t  Ekeho  a n d  Deje. 
.. A - o PRIC in tliplotenc. - ",, P l I C  i n  dialtinesis - anapllase I, - 
O ; ,  P31C v h i c h  h a v r  reached the Iclracl stage. T h e  colunlns s h o ~ m  as  s t raight  
lines refer t o  t h e  percentage of coniplctely darnagcd burls. T h e  liatclied colui?lns 
refer l o  the  pollen s l rr i l i ty .  
Fig. 10. The meiotic development in the PMC 
of clone L 2001, L. d e c i d u a  groning 
a t  Eliebo and Deje. 
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Fig. 12. The meiotic development in the  PBIC 
of clone R 1001, L. d e c i d u a  growing 
a t  Ekebo and Deje. 
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Fig. 11. The meiotic development in the PRIC 
of clone N 2001, L, d e c i d u a  growing 
at Elteho and Deje. 
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Fig. 13. The meiotic development in the PhlC 
of clone W 1002, L. d e c i d u a  graving 
a t  Eliebo and Deje. 
x = PMC in diplotme, 0 = 9 ;  PhIC in dialiinesis - anaphase I, C = 
", P31C \ ~ l ~ i c h  have reached the tetrad stage. The columns shonn as s t r a~gh t  
lmes ~ e f e r  to the pelcentage of co~npletel) damaged buds. The hatched columns 
refer to the pollen sterility. 
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Fig. 14. The meiotic development in tlie PhIC Fig. 15. The end of thc meiotic development in 
of clone R 1003, L. decidua gro~ving the  PMC of the clones S 2002 and 
a t  Elreho and Dejc. S 6204, L. decidua growing a t  Broknas. 
L LLClD?IA L D E C I D U A  
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Fig. 16. The meiotic development in thc PRIC Fig. 17. The meiotic development in the PMC 
of the clones X 1002 and S 1003, of the  clones X 2001 and X 2002, 
L. decidua grov,ing a t  Icrattc RIasngn. L. decidna gro\%ing a t  Kratte hlasngn. 
>: = O/, PhIC in cliplotene, C = O, PAIC 111 cllakmesis - anaphase I, @ = 
O O  PhIC ~ h i c l i  have reached tlie tetrad stage. The columns s h o ~ % n  as straight 
lme? refer Lo the percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched columns 
~ r f c r  to the pollen sLcr111Ly. 
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Fig. 18. T h e  melotic dc re lopment  i n  the PJIC 
of tlie clones I S  6 a n d  IS 272. L. drciilrrci 
growing a t l S u n d m o .  
L D E C I D U A  
F E B R V A R Y - M A R C H  1968 
Fig. 20. T h c  r n d  of t h e  meiotic development 
i n  t h e  P1\1(: of t h e  cloncs Orme.? 8 
a n d  Orinea 10, 1,. decidutr growing a t  
Grabbtorp.  T h e  altitucles a t  t h e  origin 
of g r o v t h  of tlic clones t r c  iliclicated. 
Fig. 19.  The  n i e i o t ~ c  de~elopssient  in t l i r  P1\1(, 
of tlie cloncs IS 520 a n d  IS ,521. I,. 
iiecrducr growing a t  S n n d ~ n o .  
F E B R U A R Y - M A R C R  -966 
Fig. 21. The  end  of tlie ineiotic dcrelopment  
in  tlie P h l C  of the clones Pergine (j  
a n d  Pergine 10, L, rlecidrra gron-ing a t  
Grahb torp .  T h e  al t i tudes a t  tlic origin 
of g r o ~ ~ t l i  of t h e  clones are  intlicaletl. 
x = P l l C  in tliploieae, C) --. 'i,, PAIC in tlialiinesis - anapliasc I. = 
4: P l I C  ~~-11icli havc  reaclicd tlie t e t rad  stage. The  coluinns shown as  s t raight  
l incs  refer  t o  t h e  percentage of completely damaged I I U I  S. The  liatclied columns 
refer Lo t h e  pollen sterility. 
F E e R L A R Y - M A R C H  1965 F E B R U A R  Y - M A R C C  1968 
Fig. 2 2 .  T h e  end  of t h e  meiotic dcvelopnlent Fig, 23 .  Tile end  of [he llleiotie developlTlcllt 
in  the PMC of t h e  clones Pergine 1 in tllc PMC of t h e  clones Slar6 H o r y  
a n d  Pergine 4. L, rlecidua growing a t  a n d  RElidlo, L. ilecirlucc g r o \ ~ i n g  a t  
Grabbtorl).  Tlic al t i tudes a t  t h e  origin Grabbtorp.  Tlic al t i tudes a1  the  origin 
of growth of t h e  clones a rc  indicated. of growth of t h e  clones arc  indicated. 
1:ig. 24. T h e  end  of t h c  meiotic clevelopnieilt i n  
t h e  PXIC of clone Pragelato 14, L. 
decirlua growing a t  Grahbtorp.  T h e  
al t i tude a t  thc origin of growth of 
t h e  clone is indicated. 
?: - ",', P31C in diplolcne. C' = Pal(: in  tiialiinesis - aaaphasc  I, - 
O,, PJIC wllich have  reached llrc t r t rat l  stage. The  columns shown as  s t raight  
lines rcfcr lo t h e  pcrccnlage of completely damaged buds. T h r  hatched columns 
refer t o  t h e  pollen sterilit>-. 
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l;ig 32 .  The exlension in time for the development of the PAIC from $10 y o  
(above) in the diplotenc stage lo DO 96 in the Letrad stage for the European 
and Japanese larch clones growing a t  Brolmas and Grabbtorp. In 
case of fluctuation about DO $6 this has 11een indicated in the diagram 
by the clashed lines. The date for passing of diplotene by 50 gb of the 
PAlC is indicated by the arrows. 
Fig. 33. hIaximunl and 1ninirnun1 temperature curves from 1 1:cbruary to  
(beloio) 28 hIarcli a t  Rosliar. 
pre\ious inlestigations iL was known lhat diplotene PhlC are insensitive 
to temperatures as low as -30" C. Ho\vever, from Fig. 9 i t  seems as if 
lhe irregularilies causing llie formation of completely damaged buds 
were induced during diplolene. Based on prelious data this could not 
be true. Rather i t  mas probable that llie inilialion of further develop- 
ment from diplotenc took place during the beginning of February and 
llie cells became damaged owing to exposure to iow teinperntures a t  the 
end of February before they had reached Lhe insensitive tetrad stage. 
According to this interpretation of llie origin of completely damaged 
buds the first dale for passing of diplolene has been masked. This 
phenomenon has also appeared in  ollier clones growing at  other locali- 
Lies. Another explanalion for llie origin of completely damaged buds 
might be that large temperat~we fluctuations could bring ahout irregu- 
larilies. This could not be lested in the present material as  daily 
fixations were not made. The occurrence of conlpletely damaged buds 
during diplotenc miglil also be due lo a viral infeclion. 
If the temperature curves for Karlslad are examined it may be ob- 
serred thal  the minimum temperature was below 0" C almost all the 
time from 15 December unlil Lhe second part of March. The maximum 
lernperature on the other liand was above 0" C on several occasions. 
However, i t  is probable that lhese periods were too short to be able to 
initiate the further devclopnlenl from diplolene. In nil clones studied 
a t  Dejc escepl for clone L 2001 (Fig. 2-4 and 8- 14) the PhIC re- 
mained in diplotene unlil the lasl weeli of hlarch. During this week 
the i n a x i m ~ ~ m  as well as  lhc niininiuin tcnlperatures were abo\e 0" C. 
Therefore, no frost damage could be induced during Lliis week. As seen 
from the diagrams (Fig. 2-4 and 8-14) for the clones growing at  
Deje the percentages of completely damaged buds were frequently 
high. The reason for lhe occurrence o l  completely damaged buds during 
diplotene in most of the clones growing at  Deje (E 1001, E 1009, 
N 2001, R 1001, R 1002 and R 1003, and to a cerlain extent for E 2012, 
E 2013 and L 2001) is probably llie same as suggcstcd for clone E 2013 
at  Ekebo. Thus, il must be assunicd h a t  the initiaiion of the further 
ilevelopment from diplotene probably took place partly during Febru- 
ary and early March. Furlbcrinore it rntist be assullied thal all the post 
diplotene cells became damaged before reaching Lhc frost insensitive 
tetrad stage. It must be pointed out that the temperature conditions at  
Deje might differ soine\vhat from the situation a t  1i:irlstad. Therefore, 
it is hardly possible to gixc an  exact estiniale of the dale for passing of 
diplotene in the PMC and ils implication for the induction of irregula- 
rities. 
completely damaged buds (cf. E 1001, R 1001, R 1002 and R 1003 a t  
Deje; N 2001 and R 1003 at  Ekebo). 
The differences in  patlern of development from one locality to 
another within individual clones must be attributed to differences i n  
environmental conditions a t  the two localities. Therefore, i t  is of inter- 
est to analyse the observed meiotic pattern in  relation to the tempera- 
ture curves for the meleorological stations in the neighbourhood of 
Eliebo and Deje (Svalov and Ibr l s tad  respectively, Fig. 25 and 27) .  
At Ekebo there was alternating cold and mild weather during the 
winler. The initiation of further developnleat from diplotene took place 
during the end of January - beginning of February (clones E 1009, 
E 2012, L 2001, R 1003 and probably also K 1002) or during the end of 
February - beginning of March (clones E 2002 and E 2013). Clone 
R 1002 conslitules an  exceplion a s  diplolene was passed to a small 
extent already on 3 November. Based on p r e ~ i o u s  experience (Eriksson, 
1968 b) this should conslilute a n  extremely extraordinary observation 
Ihe reliability of which inusl bc questioned. Although great care has 
been taken to a\  oid contaminalion, there are a few possibilities that 
it has talien place. On the olher hand i t  may be pointed out that  the 
complelely damaged buds revealed on 16 December give some support 
to the early passing of diplotene in  this case. 
For those clones in  which the development from diplotene started 
during the period of rnild wealher beginning in  the middle of January 
and lasting until 10 February i t  would have been advantageous if the 
meiosis had been completed during the same period Lo avoid exposure 
to low temperalures during the end of February and beginning of 
March. However, in none of the clones was the meiosis completed 
m t i l  the second part  of hlarch. Owing to Lhe exposure of the sensitive 
cells lo low temperature the percentage of completely damaged buds 
was high (cf. clones L 2001, N 2001, R 1003). Clone E 1009 constitutes 
an  extreme exception to this as  no completely damaged buds were 
observed in  this clone. This could partly be explained by the fact that  
the development from diplotene to tetrads took place to a great extent 
during the days in  the beginning of March when the ternperat~zre 
conditions were favourable (5-9 March). 
Independently of the date for passing of diplotene the development 
from diplotene to Letrads took place Lo the greatest extent during 
favourable conditions in clones E 2002, E 2012, E 2013 and R 1001 
growing a t  Eltebo (cf. Fig. 4, 8, 9, 12 and 25). Therefore, the percent- 
ages of completely damaged buds were expected to be low. Low 
percentages were observed for all clones except for E 2013. From 
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Fig. 25. ;1Iaximum and minimurn temperature curves during Scptem- 
ber 1967-April 1968 a t  Svalov. 
Rbskar 
Fig. 26. Maximum and minimum temperature curves during Septcm 
bcr 1967-April 1968 a t  Roskar. 
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Fig. 27. hIasimum and rninisn~~rn temperature curves during Septein- 
bcr 1967-April 1968 a t  Icarlstad. 
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Fig. 28. Maximum and minimum temperature curves during Septenl- 
ber 1967-April 1968 a t  Arvika. 
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Fig. 29. h s i m u m  and minimum temperature curves during Norem- 
ber 1967-April 1968 a t  Krat te  blasugn. 
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Pig. 30. Maximum and minimum temperature curves during Septem- 
ber 1967-April 1968 a t  Icasa. 
Fig. 31. bIaximum and minimum temperature curves from 1 Septem- 
ber 1967 to 10 May 1968 a t  Sundmo. 
Both a t  Eliebo and Deje Lhe percentage of sterile pollen grains was 
low. This might seem surprising. However, as  staled on page S the 
development of the PMC in  Lhe completely damaged buds has ceased. 
Therefore, those PMC will not contribute to the pollen sterility. 
Broknas and Grabbtorp 
The fixations were carried oul  a t  shorler intervals a t  these two 
plantations than a t  Lhe other localities. The intervals were chosen 
according to the temperalure conditions. During days when the tem- 
perature was below 0" C no development was expected to take place. 
Therefore, fixations on such days were omilted. As soon a s  the tempera- 
ture passed 0" C by a few degrees fixations were performed again. The 
relatively short fixation intervals made a relatively detailed study of 
the meiotic pattcrn possible. Owing to this only the end of the meiotic 
development is illustrated i n  the diagrams (Fig. 6-7, 15 and 20--24, 
see also Fig. 5) .  
There is a common characleristic in all the clones studied at  Brok- 
nas and Grabbtorp, viz. Lhe lale initiation of further development from 
diplotene. Thus, there was hardly any passing of the diplotene stage 
before 15 March. Therefore, the seemingly high maximum temperatures 
a t  the end of February were not able to provoke any initiation. This 
means that the diplotene cells are rather resistant to temperature 
fluctuations ( -5"  - +5" C) of short duration with regard to initia- 
tion of further developnienl from diplotene. 
In Fig. 32 (p. 16) L11e extension in time for the development from 90 
per cent of the PMC in the diplotene stage to 90 per cent in the tetrad 
stage is illustrated. The date for passing of diplotene by 50 per cent of the 
I W C  is also demonstrated in Fig. 32. From this figure it might seem 
that the clones are relatively similar with regard to development from 
diplotene to the letrad stage. The date for passing of diplotene by 50 
per cent of the PMC did not differ more than seven days (19 March 
for Star6 Hory and 26 March for Or~nea  8). However, if the tempera- 
lures offered lo the grafts during this period are analysed it might be 
observed that Lhe temperature sum - either based on the area limited 
by the line for 0" C and the minimum temperature curve above 0" C or 
the corresponding area limited by the maximum temperature curve 
- varies considerably. Such temperature sums should be calculated 
froin a day shortly before the first observed passing of diplotene. In 
the present case 17 March was selected. As Lhere was a sharp decline 
of the diplotene stagc it might be juslified to end the calculation on the 
date for 50 per cent passing of diplolene. For the two extreme grafts, 
Lhe temperature sums (maximum temperalure) amounted to 12.0 and 
60.5 degrees x days respectively. Therefore, the apparently great 
similarity in pattern of reaction might be more complex than it seems 
to be. The variability observed is probably due to differences in tem- 
perature response of the clones. I1 is worth mentioning that the first 
pronounced initiation of further development from diplotene took 
place on 18-19 March (clones Pergine 4, 6 and 10, Star6 Hory and 
BElidlo 3 I 11 as well as E 2006 and S 6204 at Brolinas). A1 that time 
the minimum temperature curve had no1 passed 0" C since the be- 
ginning of February. It is  hardly probable that the minimum tempera- 
ture of $0.5" C obscrved on 1s Alarch could be rcsponsible for the 
initiation. Whether the nlaximum temperature is the deciding factor 
Sor initiation cannot be determined. The fact that no passing of diplo- 
tene was observed at  the end of February to the beginning of hIarch 
although the maximum temperature was high could be explained by 
the almost immediate induction of irregularities in the post diplotene 
PMC in the clones showing moderate percentages of con~pletely 
damaged buds. As only a few clones behaved in this manner this expla- 
nation cannot be of general importance. 
A discussion of the influence of the origin of the clones on the 
tempernlure response of their PAIC cannol be carried out until observa- 
tions have been made during several seasons. 
For the most part the percentage of completely damaged buds was 
low. Howeyer, in some clones the percentage was moderately high 
(E 2004, E 2006, Bdidlo 3 I 11 Fig. 6--7 and 23). It  should be pointed 
out lhat  in  the clones of Pergine origin completely damaged buds 
were almost lacking. The great difference in this respect between 
the clones within the E 2000-series a t  Broknas is s ~ o r i h  mentioning. 
As those clones originate from the same plantation in  the province of 
iistergotland a relatively great agreement between the clones was expec- 
ted. 
Eilie the situation in  many other clones lhe completely damaged 
buds appeared during the diplotene stage. This can be explained in  Lhe 
same way as lor clone E 2013 at Eliebo (cf. p. 8).  
Owing to the presence of favourable temperature conditions during 
Lhe development from dialiinesis - telophase 11, the pollen sterilily 
was low in  all clones. The highest percenlage (23 % )  was observed i n  
clone Ormea 8. 
Xratte Mas~zgn 
Before the results are discussed i t  ought lo be pointed out that  the 
number of generative buds was rather limited in the four clones 
tested a t  this locality. This might bias the pattern of meiotic deveIop- 
ment, especially if the percentage of coinplctely damaged buds is high 
as was the case for d o n e  S 1003. 
As seen from Fig. 20 Lhe cur le  for the minimum temperature was 
almost uninterruptedly below 0" C from the end of Kovember until 
25 March. As a consequence of this the initiation of further develop- 
ment from diplotene probably took place subsequent to 24 March 
(cf. Fig. 16-17). The tclrad stage was slill not cornpletely reached in 
two of the clones on 29 March. 
In similarity with the siluation in  many other clones growing a t  
other localities completely damaged buds occurred a t  a relatively high 
frequency before any passing of diplotene had been observed. The 
same interpretation as given for clone E 2013 growing a t  Deje (cf. p. 
18) will also be given for this observation in  the cloncs growing 
a t  Kratte hlasugn. 
Owing to the favourable tcinperature conditions during the period 
23-29 March n-hen the development from diplotene to tetrads to the 
greatest extent took place in  those PMC which gave rise to any pollen 
formation, the pollen qualily was expecled to he low. The actual ob- 
servations asreed well with this eupectation. 
Sundmo 
At this locality two of the clones (IS 6 and IS 520) showed almost 
identical patterns of development. The passing of diplotene and the 
reaching of the tetrad stage took place simullaneously. Furthermore, 
no coinpletely damaged buds were observed in  these two clones. I1 must 
be assumed that the development from diplotcne to tetrads was rapid 
and perhaps took placc wilhin one clay, either on 26 hlarch or 28 
hlarch when both Lhe maximum and the minimum temperature were 
above 0" C. Otherwise i t  must be assumcd that Lhe PRIG of these two 
clones (IS 6 and IS 520) are insensitive to low temperature since the 
minimum temperature was below 0" C on all other days during the 
period 22 hiarch - 1 April. 
Also the clones E 1001 and IS 272 revealed a favourable pattern of 
development and a relatively low percentage of completely damaged 
buds. The latter observation was some~vliat unexpecled a s  the mini- 
muin temperature from 1 April to 16 April was below 0" C. At least 
the pollen sterilily was expected lo be highcr than obscrved. 
It seeins as  if the mild xveather on 27-28 February was responsible 
for the initiation of further development from diplotene in clone IS 
521. It  might be assumed that lhe PhfC wllich passed diplotene a t  that 
lime became damaged before reaching the tetrad stage. On the other 
hand the percentage of coinpletcly damaged buds was high already on 
16 February, which suggesls a slill earlier passing of diplotene than 
assumed above. 
3.2. Larix leptollepis 
About 340,000 PhPC h a w  been classified with respect to meiotic 
slage in this species. The pattern of development in  the PhIC of the 
individual clones is illustrated in Fig. 34-48. Like the situation in  
L a r i x  decidzra any common characteristic in the pattern of the nleiotic 
de~elopment  can hardly be observed in the Japanese larch. 
3.2.1. Reaching of diplotene 
Most of the grafts showed thal  the PRIC to a grcat extent were still 
in pachytene a t  the star1 of the invesligalion during October 1967 
(cf. Fig. 34-35, 36-41). The clones hI 3015 a t  Brunsberg, L 2005, 
L 2006 and N 2005 a t  Eliebo constitute exceplions as  they had reached 
diplotene to a great extent at  that time. In most of the clones all PMC 
had reached the diplotene stage on 3 Xoreinber. As with L. dec idz~a ,  
i t  can be stated that the reaching of the diplotene stage took place 
relalively independent of the ten~perature conditions. 
3.2.2. Completion of meiosis 
Elcebo and Varrnlaizd 
Only two of the Japanese larch clones in  Varmland (M 2002 and hI 
2003) could also be sludied at  Ekebo. In bolh clones there was a 
pronounced difference belsveen the pallern of meiotic development a t  
Ekebo on one hand and Deje and Sodra Viken on the other. Thus, 
diplotene mas completely passed on 17 February at  Ekebo whereas 
the first passing of diplotcne was obserked on 22 hIarch a t  Deje (Fig. 
41) .  It can once more bc stated that the diffcrcirce in  paltcrn of 
meiotic development from locality to localily within Lhe same clone 
must be attributed Lo the difference in e n ~ i r o n ~ n e n l a l  conditions a t  the 
two localities. 
From thc icnnperature curves a t  Svaliiv i t  is eaidcnt that  the mild 
weather appearing in lhe end o l  January lo the beginning of February 
is responsible for Lhc initiation of the furlher dcvelopment from 
diplotme in clones hZ 2002 and It1 2003 at  Ekebo. The same is true for 
all other Japanese larch clones studied a t  Eliebo (F 1001, L 1001, 
L 200.5, 31 2001 and K 2000). In clones I? 1001, L 1001 and 11 2002 
diplotene n a s  almost completely passed on 3 February whereas dip- 
lotene did not disappear until 17 February in clones L 2003, L 2006, 
JI 2001 and hZ 2003. Whether or i ~ o t  Lhere is a difference regarding the 
passing of diplotene in the two groups of clones is difficult to decide 
owing to Lhe long interval belwceii the fixations a l  Eliebo (from 16 
December 1967 to 3 Fc!~ruary 1968). 
The percenlage of coinplclely damaged buds TI-as in most clones 
low or completely absent. This is probably due to the fact that the 
tetrad stage was reached lo a greaL exlent on 1 7  February (clones 
F 1001, L 1001, L 2005, RI 2001, hI 2002 and hI 2003) before the period 
of low minimuin temperatures a1 the end of February and beginning 
of March. On Lhe other hand i l  is probable that  some of the PAIC 
in sensitive stages were exposed to low temperatures a s  the pollen 
sterility in some of the clones was relalively high (clones F 1001 and 
;\I 2001). In clone N 2005 the letrad stage was riot completely reached 
until 23 March, which means Lhal [lie scnsilive stages appcared during 
the period of low temperature in the end oC February to the beginning 
of March. This caused the induction of irregularities to a great extent. 
This  is especially e\-ident from Lhe high pollen sterility in this particu- 
lar  clone. 
As Lhe four clones sludied in Varmland were growing a t  three 
different IocaliLies i l  is impossible to determine if the difference in 
passing of diplolene ohse r~ed  in clones E 8 a t  Brunsberg and M 2002 
at  Sodra Vilien really is due to a n  inlrinsic difference or a climatically 
conditioned one. In the first nientioned clone diplolene was coinpletely 
passed on 22 March wlrhcreas only 7 per cent of the PiiIC had passed 
diplotcne a t  Sodra Viken on that date. 
All four clones sho\\7 one coinmon characteristic, viz. the presence 
of relalively high percentages of completely damaged buds during 
hlarch before any passing of the diplotene stage had been observed. 
The reason for the occurrence of this characteristic has been discussed 
so frequently for the European larch clones Lhat the reader is referred 
to the discussion on p. 18. The PhlC which had not started their devel- 
opment from diplotene until the minimum te inpe ra t~~re  curve had 
passed over 0" C on 21 hlarch had the opportunity to complete the meio- 
sis under favourable conditions at the end of March (cf. the tempera- 
ture curves for Ihr l s tad  and Arvilia, Fig. 27-28). 
B r o k ~ l a s ,  E r ~ ~ u i k  and Grabbtorp 
Like the situation for the European larch clones cultivated a t  these 
localities a relatively detailed information concerning the meiotic de- 
velopment in  the PXIC of the Japaaesc larch clones could be obtained 
owing to the short interwls between the fixations (especially during 
Jlarch). 
A comparison of the data i n  Fig. 32-33 reveals that four different 
categories of clones could be distinguished concerning' the development 
from cliplotene to the tetrad stage. The  first group consisted of clones 
L 1004 and E 1007 a t  Brolings and Azu R 7 and Tali P 7 a t  Grabbtorp 
in  which the development started before the period of mild weather at  
the end of February. The  initiation of further clevelopment from 
diplotene in  these clones probably took place in  connection with the 
mild weather around 1 February. As can be seen from Fig. 36-37, 45 
and 47 tnostly no more than 10-20 per cent of the PRlC had passed 
diplotene during the period ending on 27 February. This  was also 
expected since the temperature was below 0" C during the period 
10-25 February. 
The  next group of clones - L 1002 and X 4600 a t  Broknas, X 4600 
at Ernvili, Nar I 8, Ea r  I 9, Nar J 16, Azu R S, Yatsu S 4 and Talc P 4 at  
Grabbtorp - started their development from diplotene to tetrads du- 
ring the period of maximum temperatures of around i-6" C a t  the turn  
of the monlh February-hlarch. 
A third category of clones-L 1006 a t  Broknas, Nar J 20 and Tak 
(2 19 a t  Grabbtorp - could be distinguished. These clones did not 
Fig. 34. The meiotic development in the  PMC Fig. 35. The meiotic development in the  PhIC 
of the  clones F 1001 and L 1001, L. of the clones L 8 and RI 3018, L. 
leptolepis growing a t  Ekebo. leptolepis growing at  Brunsberg. 
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Fig. 36. The end of the  meiotic development Fig. 37. The end of the  meiotic development 
in the PMC of the clones L 1002 and in the  PRIC of the clones L 1006 and 
L 1004, L. leptolepis growing a t  Brok- and L 1007, L. leptolepis growing a t  
nas. Broltnas. 
x = 76 PhlC in diplotene, 0 = O/, PMC in dialtinesis - anaphase I, = 
O,; PMC which have reached the tetrad stage. The columns shown as straight 
lines refer to  the  percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched columns 
refer to  the  pollen sterility. 
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Fig. 38. Thc meiotic developinent in the PMC 
of the clones L 2005 and L 2006, I,. 
leptolepis growing a t  Elieho. 
Fig. 39. The meiotic development in the PRIC 
of the  clones 11 2001 and N 2005, L. 
lepfolepis growing a t  Eliebo. 
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Fig. 40. The meiotic development in thc  PMC 
of clone A1 2002, L. leptolepis growing 
a t  Elcebo and Sodra Yiken. 
Fig. 41. The meiotic development in the PhIC 
of clone 54 2003, L. leptolepis growing 
a t  Ekebo and Deje. 
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Fig. 42. The end of the rn-iotic developnlent 
in the PXIC of clone X ? G O O ,  L ,  lelilolepis 
groning at Broknas and E r n v ~ k .  
% PMC L LEPTOLEPIS 
Fig. 41. The end of the meiotic dm-elopnlcnt 
in the PMC of the clones Nar J 16 
and Nar J 20, L. leptolepis growing a t  
Grabbtorp. The altitudes at the origin 
of groxth of the clones are indicated. 
FEBRUARY- MARCH 1968 
Fig. 43. The end of the  ~ n e ~ o l i c  devclo~ment  
in the P M C  of thc clones Nar 1 8 and 
Nar 1 9 ,  L. leptoleprs gronlng a t  Glabb- 
t o ~ p .  Thc a l t~ ludcs  a t  the origin of 
growth of Lhc cloncs ale ~ndicnled.  
O/o P K C  
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Fig. 45. The end of Lhc meiotic development 
in the  P J I C  of the clones Azu R 7 
and A7~i  R 8, L. lepto lepfs  growing a t  
Grabbtorp. The altiludes a t  the  origin 
of gronth  of the  clones are indicated. 
x = 7, PMC in diplotcne, 0 = O, P31C in diakinesis - anaphase I, C] = 
0,; P M C  ~ jh i ch  have reached the tetrad stage. The columns shown as straight 
lines refer to  the percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched columns 
refer to  the  pollen sterilitj. 
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Fig. 46. The end of the meiotic development in 
the  PhlC of the  clones Yatsu S 4 and 
Ren L 7, L. leptolepis growing a t  Grabb- 
torp. The altitudes a t  the origin of 
growth of the  clones are indicaled. 
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Fig. 48. The end of the meiotic development 
in the  PRIC of clone Tak Q 19, L. 
leptolepis growing a t  Grabbtorp. The 
altitude a t  the  origin of g r o ~ ~ t h  of the  
clone is indicated. 
Fig. 47. The end of the  meiotic development 
in the PMC of the  clones Tak P 4 and 
Tak P 7, L. Ieptolepis growing a t  
Grabbtorp. The altitudes a t  the origin 
of growth of the  clones are indicated. 
= O /  ,, PXIC in diplotene, 0 = % PMC in dialiinesis - anaphase I, @ = 
76 PJIC which have reached the tetrad stage. The columns shown as straight 
lines refer to  the  percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched columns 
refer to  the pollen sterility. 
respond as fast as the clones of the second group to the previously men- 
tioned period of high (+6O C) maximum temperature. 
Clone Ren L7 at Grabhtorp did not start the development from diplo- 
tene to tetrads to any great extent until the minimum temperature was 
above O 0  C. This clone resembled the European larch clones in this 
respect (see Fig. 32). 
The reason for the difference in  pattern of meiotic development 
between the four groups is probably that the individual clones respond 
to different temperatures. With the exception of clone Ren L 7 i t  is  
evident that a minimum temperature below O 0  C does not constitute 
any obstacle for an  onset and a continuing of the development from 
diplotene to tetrads in the clones of Japanese larch studied at  Broknas, 
Ernvik and Grabhtorp. On the other hand i t  is probable that this 
development ceases below a certain temperature limit as stated by 
Christiansen (1960) for European larch but continues as soon a s  
sufficiently high temperatures (+2O - +5" C) again are offered to the 
PMC. \lThetlier or not temperature fluctuations around O 0  C have any 
influence upon the initiation of further development cannot be deter- 
mined on material cultivated outdoors. For such an evaluation i t  will 
be necessary to expose the PhlC to changing temperatures and constant 
temperatures under strictly controlled conditions. 
The percentage of completely damaged buds was in  most of the 
clones low or equal to zero. Clone X 4600 at Ernvik and clone L 1002 
at  Brolinas constitute exceptions to this as the average percentage in  
these clones amounted to 49.0 and 16.0 respectively. The situation in 
clone X 4600 needs a special comment as there was a pronounced 
difference between the percentage of con~pletely damaged buds at  
Ernvik and Brolinas. As seen from Fig. 42 the disappearance of 
diplotene took place in almost the same way at the two localities. On 
the other hand it might be observed that the percentage of PhIC in the 
stages dialiinesis - anaphase I was higher at Ernvili than at  Broknas 
during the period with low minimum temperatures from 10 hlarcll 
until 1 7  March. This could partly explain the difference observed. The 
temperature might be another contributing factor as the exposure to 
frost must be regarded as highcr at  Ernvili than at Brolinas. This 
focuses the altention on the importance of having temperature readings 
at  the plantations, which in  this investigation could not be carried out 
owing to the fact that too limited economic resources were placed at  
our disposal. In this connection it is worth mentioning that ex- 
periments have been in  progress in which the temperature within the 
generative buds were registrered continuously. The data from that 
investigation will be presented in  the future. 
The  percentages of sterile pollen grains were low in  all clones, i n  110 
case exceeding 10 per cent. A detailed investigation of the occurrence of 
irregularities in  the PhlC of the Japanese larch clones growing a t  
Grahbtorp has been undertaken. The  data from that investigation will 
be discussed in anolher contest. Therefore, i t  will only be stated here 
that the low percentages of completely damaged buds and sterile 
pollen suggest that the PMC in  active division are relatively resistant 
to short exposures to low temperatures down lo about -10" C. 
3.3. Earix sibirica 
About 350,000 PRlC have been classified with respect to meiotic 
stage in  this species. The  pattern of meiotic development in the PhIC 
of the individual clones is illustrated in  Fig. 49-70. The  breakage of 
dormancy in  the PMC and the further initiation of development from 
diplotene during the autumn of 1967 was discussed in  a previous paper 
by Erilrsson (1968 b ) .  Therefore, mainly the passing of diplotene 
during the winter mill be discussed in  the present communication. At 
first the data from the different localities will be presented individually. 
T'hen this has been carried out a comparison of the pattern of de- 
~ e l o p m e n t  in clones growing a t  more than one locality will be un- 
dertalien. 
Before this can be clone i t  is necessary to point out that i n  the paper 
by Eribsson (1968 b )  a passing of diplotene was indicated by arrows 
i n  the diagrams showing the temperature curves. As this passing 
frequently consisted of a few cells out of approx. 2000 PMC, they will 
not in all cases be observed in  the diagrams of the present communi- 
cation where only 100 PhlC from each bud were classified with respect 
to meiotic stage. This explains the apparent discrepancy between the 
data in  the present communication and the data of the previous paper 
(Eriksson, 1968 b) .  
3.3.1. Complet ion of meiosis  
Ekebo 
All clones studied showed an  early passing of diplotene, sometimes 
already during the autumn of 1967 (clones E 1005, TIT  2001 and ll' 
5002, Fig 50, 63 and 58). However, only in  clone E 1005 was the 
passing accentuated. Thus, even tetrads were observed on 16 Decem- 
ber. In spite of the early passing of diplotene in  this clone the de- 
velopment did not accelerate until the end of February. 
Two more types of developmental pattern might be distinguished at  
this locality. The first of those two groups consisted oS clones E 2011, 
T V  2001 and 11: 5002,  in  which diplolene was almost completely passed 
on 3 February. It  is probable that tl,e mild weather during Lhe second 
part of January is responsible for the passing of dipiotene in these clo- 
nes. The high percenlagcs of completely damaged buds ns me11 as the 
pollen sterility indicate that not all PhIC had reached the tetrad stage, 
escaping the exposure to the low iniainlum temperatures appearing 
during the second part  of February (cf. Fig. 2 5 ) .  
In the third group of clones ( U  1001 and IT' 5 0 0 1 ) ,  the main passing 
of the diplotene stage took place subsequent to 3 February. In the lwo 
clones belonging to this group the percentage of completely damaged 
buds was relatively high. The pollen sterility TTias also high in  clone 
TIT 5001.  The reason for these high percentages can be explained in  the 
same way as for the clones i n  the p r e ~ i o u s  groups, i.e. most of the 
PMC did not escape from exposure to low minimum temperatures 
appearing during the second part of February and the beginning of 
March. 
Ermik 
Some passing of the diplotene stage was detected on 23  January 
(cf. Fig. 6 in Eriksson, 1968 b ) .  However, any pronounced development 
from diplotene  as not observed until the beginning of February in 
clories E 1001, E 1005, W 5002,  JY 5006 and TI' 5007. The reaching ol' 
the letrad stage was a r e l a t i ~  ely slow process vh ich  lasted until 22-24 
March. This means that  the sensitive PMC a t  several occasions were 
exposed to low minimum temperatures, especially from 16-25 
February. In spite of this, the percentage of colnpletely damaged buds 
was relatively low. Except for clone W 5006 the pollen sterility was 
relatively moderate i n  these clones. Especially astonishing is the si- 
luation in  clone T T  5007, i n  which completely damaged buds were 
absent and the pollen sterility was as  low as 11.1 per cent altllough 
this clone showed the highest percentage of sensitive cells a t  the mi- 
nimum of the ten~perature curve (16-25 February). These data suggest 
that Lhis clone either is highly insensitive to low temperature or that 
Lhe pollen sterility is underestimated. The  need for a reliable method 
for delerrnination of Llie pollen slerility has been pointed out previously 
(Eriksson, i 9 6 S  b j . 
Another temperature response of the diplotene PXC was revealed 
in  clone E 1002. In this case any pronounced passing of the diplotene 
slage did not take place until the end of February at  a time when Lhe 
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Fig. 49. The meiotic development in the PhIC 
of the  clones E 1002 and E 1001, 
L. sibirica groxing a t  Ernvik. 
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Fig. 50. The meiotic development in the  PRIC 
of clone E 1005, L .  sibiricn growing 
a t  Eltebo, Ernvik and Sodra Vilten. 
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Fiq. 52. The meiotic d e w l o ~ m e n t  in the PAIC 
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refer to  the pollen sterility. 
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Fig. 53 .  The meiotic development in the PhIC 
of clone \V 2001, L, sibirica grol~ing 
a t  Ekebo, Sodra Vilien and Kratte 
Blasugn. 
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Fig, 54. The meiotic development in the  PhIC 
of clone W 2002, L. sibirica growing 
a t  Sodra Vilien and Kratte BIasugn. 
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Fig. 55. The meiotic developn~ent in the P3IC Fig. 56. The meiotic development in Lhe PSSC 
of clone \Y 2003, L. sibirica growing of the clones \Y 2004 and \Y 5008, 
a t  SOdra Vilien and Icratte 3Sasugn. L. sibirica growing a t  Sodra Vlien. 
x = 96 PRSC in diplotene, 0 = PhIC in dialiinesis - anaphase I, = 
96 PhIC which have reached the  tetrad stage. Thc colun~ns shown as straight 
lincs refer to the  percentage of completely damaged Buds. The hatchcd columns 
refer t o  the  pollen sterility. 
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Fig. 57. The meiotic development in the  PnIC  Fig. 58. The rnciotic development in the  PhIC  
of clonc \\' 5001, L. sihirica growing of clone \Ir 5002, L. sibirica growing 
a t  Eltebo and Sodra Tilten. a t  Eltebo and Siidra \-ilren. 
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Fig. 59. The meiotic development in the PMC Fig. 60. The meiotic developmcrlt in the P b i C  
of clone \T 5002, L. sibirica growing of the clones \I- 5006 and\T5007, L. sibi- 
a t  Ernvili. The end of the meiotic r i m  growing a t  Ernvik. 
development is shown separately. 
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% P \ I C  n h ~ c h  have reachcd the telrad stage. The colurnns shonn as straight 
lines refer to  the pelcentage of coinpletely damaged  bud^. The hatched columns 
refer to  the pollen s te i~l i ty .  
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Fig. 61. The meiotic devclopment in the PhIC 
of the clones Y 4002 and AC 1001, 
L. sibirica growing a t  Domsjijanget. 
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Fig. 64. The meiotic development in the PRIC 
of the clones XC 1002 and AC 1003, 
L. sibirica growing a t  Domsjoangct. 
Fig. 62. The meiotic devclopment in the  PXIC 
of clone Ti 4005. L. sibirim  rowing 
a t  Sundmo. 
Fig. 63. The meiotic developnlenl in the PMC 
of clone Y 3006, L. sibirica gro~ving 
a t  SodraVilien, Domsjiianget and Sund- 
111 0. 
x = O/o PRIC in diplotene, 0 = PMC in dialiinesis - anaphase I, C = 
O/, PRIC ~ ~ h i c h  have reachecl the  tetrad stage. The columns sho~vn as straight 
lines refer to  the percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched columns 
refer Lo the  pollen sterility. 
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Fig. 65. Thc meiotic development in the  PhIC  
of the clones AC 1004 and A C  2006, 
L. sibirica growing a t  DomsjBanget. 
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Fig. 66. The meiotic development in the PhIC  
of clone A C  2003, L. sibirica groning 
a t  Domsjoanget and Sundmo. 
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Fig. 67. The meiotic development in the  PhIC 
of the clones A C  3003 and AC 3004, 
L. sibirica growing a t  Domsjoanget. 
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Fig. 68. The meiotic development in the P M C  
of the  clones IS 85 and IS 181, L. 
sibirica growing a t  Sundmo. 
Y = yo P h l C  in diplotene, 3 = 9 ;  P N C  in dialtinesis - anaphase I, = 
PhIC which have reached the tetrad stage. The columns shown as straight 
lines refer to  the percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched columns 
refer to the polleh sterility. 
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Fig. 69. The meiotic development in the  PhIC  Fig. 70. The meiolic development in the  P h l C  
of thc clones S F  7011 and S F  7012, of the clones S F  7014 and S F  7015, 
L. sibiricn gro\~ing a t  Kratle 3Iasugn. L. sibirica growing a t  Kratte Masugn. 
x = 0 b  P31C in diplotene, 0 = 0 ;  P N C  in dialtinesis - anaphase I, C = 
PiLIC which have reached the tetrad stage. The columns sho~?-n as straight 
lines refer to the percentage of completely damaged buds. The hatched colnmns 
refer to Lhe pollen sterility. 
maximum temperature amounted to about $6' C. Compared to the 
situation in  the clones belonging to the first group, the developn~ent 
from diplotene to tetrads took place under favourable temperature 
conditions. As a consequence of this the percentage of completely 
damaged buds was low. This was also the case for the pollen sterility. 
Sodra Viken 
Diplotene was passed to a small extent during December 1967 a t  this 
locality (cf. Fig. 7 p. 27 i n  Eriksson, 1968 b ) .  However, for the most 
part no pronounced passing of diplolene was observed until the second 
part of March. Clone W 2004 constitutes a n  exception to this a s  3 per 
cent of the PMC had passed diplotene on 15 December. 
Concerning the passing of diplotene three groups of clones might 
be distinguished. The first group consisting of one clone only (\t7 
2004) in  which diplotene was completely passed on 15 March. In clones 
E 1003, W 2002, It- 5001, TT7 3002 and TI- 5008 diplotene was passed 
to the greatest extent between 15 March and 22 March. These clones 
constitute the second group. Finally clones E 2011, U 1001, W 2001, 
If' 2003 and Y 4006 \\ere referred lo a lhird group of clones. In lhese 
clones the passing of diplotene took place to the greatest extent 
between 22 hlarch and 29 hfarch. I t  might be mentioned that diplotenc 
was not completely passed on 29 hfarch in  clone W 2003. 
During the period 15-21 hfarch, the minimum temperature was 
below 0" C every day except for 21 hfarch (+ 1.9' C). Therefore, i t  is 
probable that the maximum temperature is of some importance for the 
initiation of further development from diplotene in  the cloiies be- 
Longing to the second group. As the sensitive PhfC of these clones were 
cxposed to low temperatures on several occasions during the period 
15-22 March (16 March -173 C, 19 March -10.2" C)  i t  was expected 
Lhat some frost damage had been induced in  those clones. In all clones 
belonging to the second group except for clone W 5008 either the pollen 
slerility or tlie percentage of completely damaged buds was high. I11 
clone I V  5008 the sensitive PMC might not have appeared until 21-22 
March when the minimum temperature was above 0" C. 
During the period 22-29 March the minimum temperature >\as 
above 0" C all the time. Therefore, in  these clones the development from 
the diplotene stage to the tetrad stage could take place during fa- 
vourable temperature conditions. As a consequence of this both tlie 
pollen sterility and the percentage of completely damaged buds were 
low. 
In  spite of the exposure of sensitive PhIC to low temperatures for a 
considerable time in  clone W 2004 (cf. Fig. 56 and Fig. 28) the pollen 
sterility was low. The  percentage of completely damaged buds was 
also mostly low except on 8 March when i t  amounted to 43 per cent. 
Therefore i t  might be suggested that the PhiC i n  the stages dialiinesis 
-- telophase I1 are relatively insensitive to exposure to low tempera- 
tures. 
Krafte M a s n g n  
The clones growing a t  this locality have reacted in  a quite heter- 
ogeneous way concerning the development from diplotene to tetrads. 
In tlirec of the clones of Finnish provenance (SF 7011, SF 7014 and 
S F  7015) diplotene was passed to a small extent already during No- 
 ember-December 1967. However, a pronounced passing of diplotene 
was not observed until hiarch 1968 or possibly during the end of 
February i n  clone SF 7014. This clone constitutes the one of the ex- 
treme cases where diplotene was passed early and the tetrad stage was 
reached late. 
The other extreme case was observed in  clone W 2001 where the 
development from diplotene to tetrads to the greatest extent took place 
during Lhe ~ ~ c e l i  starting on 22 IrIarch. The type of meiotic de\elop- 
ment revealed by clone TV 2001 was favourable as  the temperature 
during this period was close lo O 0  C or above. 
The  PhlC in  sensitive stages in  the other clones did not escape the 
exposure to low temperature as  might be observed if the data in Fig. 
54-55 and 69-70 are  compared with the temperature curves in  
Fig. 29. As a consequence of this the pollen sterility was relatively 
high in clones \V 2002, W 2003, SF  7011, SF 7012, SF 7014 and SF 
7015. A high percentage of completely damaged buds was noted for 
clone W 2003. 
Doms joanget 
In similarity with the situation a t  many other localities diplotene 
was passed during November-December 1967 to a small extent in  
some of the clones a t  this locality (cf. Fig. 9 p. 28 in  Eri lmon,  1968 b ) .  
However, any pronounced clevelopment from diplotene was not obser- 
ved until 2 March. 
Concerning the passing of diplotene two groups of clones might be 
distinguished, the first consisting of clones Y 4006, AC 1002, AC 2003, 
AC 2006, AC 3003 and AC 3004 whereas clones AC 1001, AC 1003 
and AC 1004 might be referred to another group. Finally clone Y 4002 
was regarded a s  intermediate owing to the fluctuation in  the percentage 
of PhlC in the diplotene stage. 
If the temperature curves in  Fig. 30 are examined i t  will be seen 
that  there was a period of mild weather at  the very end of February. 
The  clones belonging to the first group responded to the high tempera- 
lures of this mild weather by starting their development from 
diplotene. 
In the clones belonging to the second group the PMC did not respond 
to the mild weather referred to a b o ~ e .  Insteacl the development from 
diplotene to tetrads took place lo the grealest exlent during the second 
part  of March. 
Independent of the date for starting the development from diplotene 
lhe complete reaching of the tetrad stage did not take place until 29 
March. This means that  the sensitive cells in  the two groups of clones 
mere exposed to low temperatures for considerably different times. 
However, there is no conspicuous difference between the two groups 
regarding the pollen sterility or the percentage of conlpletely damaged 
buds both being relatively low in  the two groups of clones. This is 
somewhat astonishing as low temperatures (down to -10" C) ap- 
peared frequently during the three first weeks of March. At that time 
the percentage of sensitive cells was relatively high in  some clones 
(see for example Fig. 64, clone AC 1002). Therefore, i t  seems as if the 
PMC in  the stages dialtinesis - telophase I1 are relatively insensitive 
to low temperatures (down to -10" C) if the exposure is of short 
duration. This v a s  the case a t  Icasa where the temperature during the 
three first wcelts of March fluctuated from low during the night to 0" C 
or higher during the day. 
S u n d m o  
Only a limited passing of the diplotene stage took place during the 
autumn (cf. Fig. 11 p. 29 in Eriltsson, 1968 b ) .  Regarding the passing 
of diplotene two groups might be distinguished. In the first group 
(clones Y 4005, IT 4006 and AC 2003) the development from diplotene 
started during, or subsequent to, the period of mild weather a t  the 
very end of February. As the tetrad stage was not reached until 1 
April this means that the stages diakinesis - telophase I1 were exposed 
to low temperatures (cf. Fig. 62. 63, 66 and 31) during this phase 
of development. In spite of this the percentage of completely damaged 
buds was nlostly low. The  same ~ v a s  also t rue for the pollen sterility. 
In similarity with the situation a t  Domsjoanget, i t  must  be suggested 
that the stages dialiinesis - telophase I1 are relatively insensitive to 
short exposures to low temperature. 
In the second group (clones IS 85 and IS 181) diplotene was passed 
during the last \welt of March. The conlpletely damaged buds obserred 
before any passing of the diplotene stage took place in  clone IS 181 
could partly be explained as originating from induction of irregulari- 
ties during the pachytene stage. In similarity with the situation in  the 
previous group of clones the pollen sterility was low, not exceeding 
10 per cent. 
Clones growing a f  more  t h a n  one locality 
Among the ten clones (E 1005, E 2011, U 1001, IT 2001, 111 2002, 
\ I T  2003, IT7 5001, W 5002, Y 4006 and AC 2003) only one (W 2002) 
did not show any difference in  pattern of the meiotic development a t  
the two localities where it was studied. In this connection i t  is also 
I'ig. 71. 
The meiotic development of the PI IC 
from t n o  grafts of Larlx lnrzcma gron- 
ing a t  Grabblorp. 
2 i i l l  tetrah stage. The hatched columns 
?b:2 refer to  the pollen sterility. 
x = O/, PJIC in diplotene, 3 = 
PMC in dialrinesis - anaphase I, 
= O L  P h l C  which have reached the  
worth mentioning that there mas no difference in  pattern of meiotic 
development in  clone W 2001 between Iiratte hIasugn and Sodra Vilten. 
The  temperature conditions a t  Arvika and ILratte RIasugn are relati- 
vely similar (cf. Fig. 28-29) which explains the absence of a diffe- 
rence in  meiotic development. On the other hand i t  should be noted 
that  there was a difference i n  meiotic development in  clone \V 2003 
which also was growing a t  Sodra Vilten and Iiratte hIasugn. This 
suggests that the temperature response of clones M' 2001 and W 2002 
on one hand and 1' 2003 on the other differ somewhat. 
The difference i n  pattern of meiotic development was frequently 
conspicuous where Ekebo constituted one of the growth localities. 
(Clone W 2001, Fig. 5 3 ,  is a good example of this.) This was also 
expected as there was a pronounced difference i n  temperature condi- 
tions at  Eltebo on one hand and the rest of the localities on the other. 
As a consequence of the difference in  pattern of meiotic development 
from one locality to another there was frequently a difference regar- 
ding the percentage of completely damaged buds. The reason for the 
occurrence of completely damaged buds was discussed in  connectiort 
with the discussion of the temperature response at  the different loca- 
lities. 
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Fig. 72. The duration of the  stages diakinesis - telophase 
I1 in two European larch clones studied 1967- 
1968 a t  Grahhtorp. 
3.4. Larix laricina 
Only two grafts growing a t  Grabbtorp were examined. As seen from 
Fig. 71 they behaved in  different ways. In one of the grafts the de- 
velopment from diplotene to tetrads took place during the period 15 
March-25 March whereas diplotene was passed to some extent already 
in  middle of February i n  the other graft. I n  spite of the exposure of the 
sensitive PMC to low temperatures a t  several occasions during the pe- 
riod 9 February-25 March no completely damaged buds were obser- 
ved. The  pollen sterility was low. Therefore, i t  seems as if these Larix 
laricina grafts are highly resistant to exposure to low temperature. 
Fig. 7 3 .  The duration of the  stages dialtinesis - telo- 
phase I1 in clone Z 1002, L. sibirica studied 
1966-1967 in Stockholm. 
3.5. Duration of individual meiotic stages 
The duration of individual meiotic stages is of importance for thc 
probability of inducing irregularities. The longer the duration of a 
sensitive stage the higher is the probability that irregularities will be 
induced. However, it must be remembered that the duration of any 
stage is dependent on the temperature conditions during the appea- 
rance of the particular stage. Thus, the development could stop during 
a certain stage which means that the duration of that particular stage 
will be exaggerated. Therefore, we would only like to demonstrate 
extreme cases regarding the time lapse for the development from 
diplolene to tetrads. The calculation of the duration was made in the 
same way as suggested by Lindgren et al. (1969).  
In the two European larch grafts ill~lstrated in Fig. 72, the duration 
of diplotene amounted to around 150 days whereas this duration in the 
Siberian larch clone illustrated in  Fig. 73 did not last for more than 
75 days. In spite of this difference it  is revealed in both Fig. 72 and 
Fig. 73 that among the other stages interphase is of longest duration 
followed by metaphase I. Anaphase I1 and telophase I1 are seen to be of 
shortest duration in the three clones investigated. This agreement from 
clone to clone regarding the relative duration of individual meiotic 
stages is worth pointing out, especially as the clones in Fig. 72 were 
investigated during 1967-1968 whereas clone Z 1002 (Fig. 73) was 
investigated 1966-1967. The relatively long duration of metaphase I 
is interesting to note as this stage was shown to be highly sensitive to 
exposure to low temperature (Eriltsson, 1968 b ) .  
Generally it could be slated that it is meaningless to study the dura- 
tion of individual stages unless the temperature conditions are kept 
constant. 
4. Species ehasacteristies 
In this chapter the differences in pattern of development between 
the species will be discussed. As we are interested in the probabilities 
for induction of frost damage it is of interest to construct parameters 
which are informative regarding these probabilities. According to 
Eribsson (1968 b)  there are two phases of high sensitivity to low 
temperature, the first constituted by the development up to the 
insensitive diplotene stage, and the second constituted by the 
stages dialtinesis - telophase I1 except for the interphase. This means 
that the reaching of the diplotene stage is of interest for predicting 
the probability of the occurrence of frost damage. Concerning the 
second phase of high sensitivity the development of 90 per cent of 
the PhIC from diplotene to 90 per cent in the tetrad stage would be 
elucidating. However, the fixation intervals were too long to allow 
such a calculation a t  most of the localities. Only a t  Brolinas, Ernvik 
and Grabbtorp is this calculation justified. The extension in time for 
this development could mostly be read off in the diagrams without 
any difficulty. Another way of estimating the point of time for the 
presence of many frost sensitive PhIC is to determine the date for 
passing of diplotene by 50 per cent of the PMC. This could also be 
read off in the diagrams. In case of fluctuations around 50 per cent of 
PMC in  diplotene a n  average percentage was calculated for several 
fixation occasions and lliis average value was connected n i t h  a per- 
centage from a later fixation occasion and the 50 per cent value was 
read off on this last line. 
4.31. First phase of Gost sensitivity 
As stated a b o ~ e  this 1)hnse ends by the reaching of the diplotene 
slagc. Althougll the dales for lhe firs1 fixation varied from locality to 
locality it might be of interest to determine the percentage of PAIC in 
the diplotene stage during October. The data from this estimation 
w e  illusirated in Fig. 74. As seen from this figure there is a conspi- 
cuous difference bet\\-een L. sibirica on one hand and L. decidua and 
I,. Ieptolepis on the other hand. In only one of the Siberian larch 
clones diplotene was not reached to 100 per cent during October, viz. 
clone IS 181 growing a t  Sundmo. The long fixation intervals during 
the autumn as well a s  the fact that  the first fixation was not simul- 
taneously performed a t  the different localities exclude the possibility 
for an  evaluation of a possible difference between L. decidua and L. 
leptolepis regarding reaching of the diplotene stage. 
It  can be stated that  the probability for inducing irregularities dur- 
ing the autumn will be higher in L. decidua and L. leptolepis than in  
L. sibirica. 
4.2. Second phase of frost sensitivity 
In Fig. 75 the average date for passing of diplotene by 50 per cent 
of the PMC for the species under investigation is demonstrated. From 
this diagram it is clearly seen that diplotene is passed earlier in  L. 
sibirica than in L. decidua. This is true for all localities. The most 
pronounced difference was observed at  Eliebo. At Kratte Masugn 
the difference was least conspicuous. 
L. leptolepis was shown to be intermediate in the Stocklloln~ region 
and Varmland, whereas it seemed to be the first species to pass diplo- 
tene a t  Ekebo. At Ekebo fixations of the Siberian larch were perfor- 
med to some extent on 29 December and 5 January which was not 
the case for the Japanese larch. This means that the fixation inter- 
val a t  that time of the year was considerably longer in L. leptolepis 
than in L. sibirica. The pattern of developnlent in  the Japanese larch 
clones F 1001, L 1001, N 2005 and 31 2002 should be coniparcd wilh 
the Siberian larch clones E 2011 and Vi' 2001. Although i t  might be 
assumed that the pattern of development is almost identical in these 
clones the dates for passing of diplotene by .50 per cent of the PMC 
differ owing to the difference in  fixation intervals. In the Japanese 
larch clones listed above, 10 January was obserl-ed as  the date for 
passing of diplotene by 50 per cent of the PMC, whereas 20 January 
was the corresponding date for the Siberian larch clones listed above. 
As a consequence of this we get the iniprcssion that  the Japanese 
larch should be the first to pass diplotene a t  Ekebo. Rather i t  is 
probable that the dates for L. leptolepis and L. sibirica do not differ 
too much a t  Eltebo. This is supported by the fact that the average 
date for reaching of the tetrad stage by 50 per cent of the PMC was 
the same in both species (15 February). 
A discussion of the local influence on the date for passing of diplo- 
teiie will be omitted in this context as  it was discussed in connec- 
tion with the presentation of the meiotic pattern of development a t  
individual localities. Furthermore, it might be stated in  this connec- 
i DECIDUA L. LEPTOLEPIS L. SlBlRlCA 
Fig. 74. The average percentage of PMC of 
L. decidua, L. lepfolepis and L. sibirica 
which had reached the diplotene stage 
during October 1967. 
Fig. 75. See p. 52. 
ROSKAR AREA 1968 
L. DECIDUA L. LEPTOLEPIS L. SIBlRlCA 
Fig. 76. The average number of days for the 
development of the PAIC from 90 % 
in the diplotene stage to 90 % in the 
tetrad stage for the clones growing in 
Roskar area (Broknas, Ernvik, Grabb- 
torp). The dashed parts of the columns 
refer to  the dashed lines in Fig. 32. 
tion that  a scheliie like Lhe onc in Fig. 7.5 ought to he constructed dur- 
ing n series of years before n general discussion of the influence of 
tlie climatic conditions upon t11c pollen formation at :I particular lo- 
cality could be carried out. 
Eased on the data presented in Fig. 75 it  could be concluded tha l  
the probability for induction of frost damage \ill increase in tlie 
sequence L. tiecidua - L. Iepfolepis - I,. sibiricn presuming that the 
fro\t  sensiti\ity i \  the same in the P h I C  of all three species. This is 
probably not t rue a \  Eriltsson (1968 b)  sho\xed that  I,. sibirica x a s  
much less sensitixe for induction of frost damage than  I,. decidzm 
\\-he11 all types of irregularity besides the polyspory were considered. 
As polyspory liardlg appeared in I,. decidun and L. leptolepis a re\ersc 
relationship might exist for this particular irregularity. 
For Lhc clones gro~r ing  :1L Brol;nas, Ern\ i l i  :1nd GraEsbLorp Lhc 1.1- 
tcnsion in t i ~ n e  for the tlevelopnlent of 90 per cent in the diplotene 
stage to 90 per cent in  the tetrad stage was determined. A coniparison 
of the data in Fig. 32 releals that  there is a pronounced difference 
between the  two species I,. cfecidnrr and Id. leptolepis. The alerage 
duration of this developnlent for tlie different species is demonstrated 
in Fig. 76. The data in this figure indicate that the species differ 
considerably concerning the duration of the second phase of high 
sensitivity. In contrast to the situation during 1968 this phase of de- 
velopment was shorter in L .  sibirico than in L. dccidzza during 196(i 
(Ekherg &: Eriksson, 1967). The variations from year to year suggesi 
that  the date for  the initiation of further de\elopmcnt from diplotene is 
of decisive importance for the duration of the second phase of high 
frost s en \ i t i~ i t y  in tht. PhIC.  During a year like 1968 the probability 
for occurrence of frost damage in the PAIC will increase in  the se- 
cpence LA. decidz~n - I,. leptolcpis - L. sibirica ~ m d e r  tlie assuinptioii 
that they are  of equal frost \ ens i t i~ i ty .  Another year a reverse situa- 
lion might exist. Therefore, iL must  once more be s t reswd thal the 
ineiotic pattern of development ought to he tested during a sequence 
ol' years to allow general statements. 
5. The fitness of a locality regarding polleaa production 
The pollen \tcrility mas frequently  lo^ in I>. clecidrzcr and I,, lepfo-  
Iepis w11ich might s11gge~t good possibilities for a saLi\f:lctory seed 
\elling. Howc\er, it must  he rcmcmhcred that  not only the pollen 
quality hut also Lhe pollen qu:mtity are  of import:mce for a proper 
wctl  wlt ins  (cS. 1). 3 6 ) .  ThaL lhc 1)ollcn c1~1:lniily is not wli\t:rclo~) 
for m a n j  of the European larch clones growing a t  Deje is c\idenL 
from Fig. 2-3, and 12-14. A l s  an  example il  might he nmltioned 
lh:\L 110 less Ihau !)7.5 per renl of the buds Iron1 Lhc So~ir !:i\t ii;:alion 
occasions \sere completely damaged in clone K 1003 growing a t  Dejc. 
To obtain general information ahout the inlportance of complc tc l~  
damaged buds for the pollen quantity an  awrage  percentage was 
c:dculntetl from Llie four next to la\t  fixation occasions. For the 
cloncs groning at I)rolLn:is, E r n ~ i l i  and Gr:hbLorp Lhe :r\cragl 1"'~- 
centage v-as based on all fixation occasions during the samc period 
of time. illso in this case the last fiuation occasion was e\cluded from 
llle calculation. The r eawn  for thi5 was thal it was o b s e r ~ e d  that the 
percentage of coinpletely damaged huds was low a t  tllc last fixalion 
occasion owing to the fact that  the conlpletcly darnaged buds a t  that  
time of the year n e r e  of such an  appearance that they rcscrnbletl one 
year old buds and therefore they were nol fixed (cf. Eriksson, 1968 b ) .  
11' illc la41 fiaalion occ,~sion \ \as  1101 eaclucled Irom the calculnlion i l  
noultl  have caused an  untlere\tirnalion of the percenlage of completely 
damaged buds. 
In  Fig. 7 7  the alerage percentage of completely damaged hucls and 
the 1)ollen sterility obse r~ed  during 1968 is demonstrated. Regarding 
the pollen producLio11 illis diagram sl1011ld he used as a starting 
point for a selection of localities. To allow a recommendntion of a 
ccrLain locality boLh columns in the diagram should he low. Especially 
important is of courw the column shoning the pollen sterility huL 
the column showing the percenlagc of completely damaged buds must 
not be neglected. For ihe year 1968 the folloxing localities could be 
~ e g a r d e d  :IS salisfnctory concerning the pollen production: 
L. tJecitJua, L ,  leptolcpis, I>. sibirica 
L .  sibiricn 
I,, sibiricn 
I,, sibiricn 
- L. SIBIRICA 
L. LEPTOLEPIS 
-L. DECIDUA 
STOCKHOLM 11' , 
REGION 
VARMLAND I 
KRATTE 
MASUGN 
SUNDMO 
4 
- 
I I 
FEBRUARY 1 MARCH 1 APRIL 1 
AVERAGE DATE FOR PASSING OF DIPLOTENE BY 5 0 %  OF THE PMC 
Fig. 75. The average date for passing of the diplotene stage by 50 % of the PMC 
of L. decidua, L. leptolepis and L. sibirica growing at different localities. 
L LEPTOLEPIS 
EKEBO STOCKHOLM VARNLAND KRATTE DOMSJO- SUNDNO 
REGION NASUGN ANGET 
Fig. 77. The average percentage of completely da- 
maged buds (stained columns) and the pollen 
sterility (hatched columns) 1968 in L. deci- 
dua, L. leptolepis and L. sibirica growing 
a t  different localities. Concerning the calcu- 
lation of the percentage of completely 
damaged buds compare for text. 
L. DECIDUA 
L. LEPTOLEPIS 
Fig. 78. The average percentage of completely 
damaged buds (stained columns) and the 
pollen sterility (hatched columns) 1966- 
1968 in L. decidua, L. leptolepis and L. si- 
birica growing a t  different localities. Con- 
cerning the calculation of the percentages 
compare for text. 
It nlust be stressed that  this holds for 1968 and thc recoinmenda- 
Lion lllust not be overestimated. Another year, with another ternpcra- 
tnrc clinlatc, the situation might be drastically changed. As an  example 
it might be mentioned that Ihe pollen sterility in I,. deciducr and L. 
sihirictr gro~r ing  a t  Riiskiir 1966 amounted lo around DO per cent. 
Sinlultaneously the meiosis in the I'MC of I,. leptolcpis was com- 
plelely collapsed (Eltberg c!! Erilisson, 1967). That  year i t  is quite clear 
that  the Stocliholn~ region could not be recoinmended collcerllillg 
pollen produclion in any of thc larch species. 
Any determination of the pe r~en t age  of completely d:mlagerl buds 
i n  the same way as mutle for 1968 has not been performed earlier. 
Tllc pullen sterility on Lhe other llanct mas delermined for most 1oc:t- 
lities during 1967. In Fig. 78 the a\erage percentage for the  pollen 
sterilily of two or  three years is demonrtrnted. The  percentages of 
completely clninaged buds m e  the same as in  Fig. i 7 .  A comparison 
o f  the dala in Fig. 7'7 and  78 r c ~ e a l s  that a selection of localities for 
a good pollen production based on the data  in Fig. 78 is different 
froin the suggestions based on Fig. 77 only. From Fig. 78 it  is seen 
that  only the Siberian larch could be expected to have a satisfactory 
pollen production, viz. at  Domsjoanget and in  Varmlantl. Thc  low 
percentages a t  Dom\jiiiinget could be due to the fact that  observaiions 
from one year only (1968) were made a t  this locality. For  L. decidua 
and  I,. lcptolepis hardly any of the localities could be recommended. 
Home~er ,  the extremely high ~ ~ o l l e n  sterility during 1966 in  I,. decidua 
and L. leptolepis in  the Stocltholm region contril~utes considerably 
to the moderate pollen sterility seen for these two species in  Fig. 78. 
Based on all data  so far  obtained it could be stated that  a n  optimis- 
Lic view of the possibililies for a pollen producLion in  Larix is not 
justified. Rather it  is necessary to select cerlain localities for certain 
species. Furthermore, it will be necessary lo select clones \vith a 
favourable meiotic pattern of development regai.ding the pollen for- 
mation. 
Owing to the climatic conditions at Ekebo during the winter with 
fluctualions around 0" C on several occasions i t  might be suggested 
that  a selection of generatively well adapted larch clones should 
preferably be carried out  at this locality. The  clones \\hi& do not 
pass diplotene until the winter is passed in spite 3f the fluctuations 
a t  this locality will have good opportunities for a proper pollen for- 
mation. Such clones will probably react in  a similar way a t  other 
localities as well. Conversely poorly adapted clones a t  Eliebo mig l~ t  
react in an  unfavourable way at other localities too. As esaillples it 
rtlight be mentioned tha t  the initinti011 of the further de~elopme111 
from diplotene partly look place hefore 3 February at Ekeho in the 
European larch clone\ I, 2001, S 2001 and 11 1003. E\cepL Sor clone 
I, 2001 the percentage of completely damaged buds in these clones 
was extremely high at Deje too (Fig. 10--11 and 14) .  
The discussion carried out ahole does not hold if the temperature 
is not the determining factor for the initiation of the further 
tlc\elopment fro111 diplotene. Eriliswn (1968 b)  pointed out that  
Lhe influence of the clay lenglll on the initiation should not be 
neglected. At Eltebo nhe re  diplolene was passed to some extent 
before 3 February the day length amounts Lo less than ten 
hours at Lhat time of the year. In the n a t i ~ e  region\ for I,. t i e c i d m  
the day length is somewhat longer when the temperatures 
(+3"  - +5' C )  r e s p o ~ ~ s i l ~ I ( ~  for the initiation of the further 
tlcvclopment from diplotenc al)penr. Therefore, the day length can 
h:~rclly haye any influence on !he initiation. X final e~a lua t i on  of this 
question h a i  to be carried out following esperi~nenls  unticr controlled 
~)hotoperiodic and Ihermoperioctic conditio11s. 
The Ins1 question to he cliscus\ed concerns the existence of clones 
illowing a f a ~ o u r a b l e  paltern of de~elopment  a t  Eliebo. Among the 
European larch clones E 2002 \llowed such a meiotic pattern. As a 
consecpnce  of this the percentage of completely darnaged buds and 
thc percenl:~gc of sterile pollen grains were low. The same situation 
was o b s e r ~ e d  a1 Deje :ind Brohnas which confirms the staternen1 that  
Eltcbo should be used as  a tesl locality in order to obtain a satisfacto- 
ry pollen production. Unforlunately, clone E 2002 was the only Euro- 
pean larch clone showing this fa\our:hlc pattcrn of meiotic develop- 
ment. 
Among the Japanese and Siberian larch clones hardly any clone 
c ~ ~ u l d  be regnrded as compleiely satisfactory. The Japanese larch clo- 
nes L 2005 and 1, 2006 (Fig. 38) could possibly be accepted. It is 
po\siible that  {lie frequenl Lernpernture fluctuations around 0" C a t  
Eliel~o during January are  too extreme to allow a11~7 of the Siberian 
larch clones to react in a f:17ourable w ly .  
6. Summary 
In the present paper the meiotic development in the pollen mother 
cells (PhlC)  of the three larch species Lar ix  decidua, L .  leptolepis and 
I,. sibirica was studied. The grafts included in  the investigation were 
growing a t  different localities in  Sxeden (Fig. 1). Emphasis was 
paid to the analysis of the influence on the temperature upon the 
meiotic de~elopment and induction of completely damaged buds. 
The diplotene stage was completely reached in most of the Siberian 
larch grafts at  the start of the investigation during October 1967 
whereas the percentage of PhlC in diplotene in L .  decidua and L. lep- 
folepis amounted to 25 and 20 per cent respectively a t  that time. 
Based on this observation it could be slated that  the probability for 
inducing irregularities during the aulumn will be higher in L. decidrza 
and L .  leptolepis than in L ,  sibirica. 
Concerning the second phase of high temperature sensitivity (i.e. 
the stages diakinesis-telophase I1 except for the interphase) the 
data for all species and localities have been summarized in Fig. 75 in 
which the average date for passing of the diplotene stage by 50 per 
cenl of the PMC is demonstrated. From this diagram it is clearly seen 
lhat diplotene is passed earlier in L. sibirica than i n  L .  decidua at  all 
localities. The most conspicuous difference between the two species 
in this respect was observed at  Eliebo. The Japanese larch was inter- 
mediate to L .  decidz~a and I,. sihirica in Varmland and in the Stock- 
holl11 region whereas there was no difference between I,. lepfolepis 
and L. sibirica a t  Eliebo. 
The average dale for passing of diplotene by 50 per cent of the 
PMC differed considerably within the species from locality to locality. 
This must be attributed to differences in temperature conditions a t  
the different localities. 
Based on the data presented in Fig. 75 it could be concluded that  
the probability for induction of frost damage will increase in the se- 
quence L .  decidzzcr-Id. leptolepis-L. sibirica assuming the frost 
sensitivity to be the sanie in the dialiinesis -telophase I1 PMC of all 
threc species. 
Based on the percentage of con~pletely damaged buds and the pollen 
sterility during 1868 the following localities could be regarded as 
satisfactory concerning the pollen production: 
Stoclrholm region 
Varmland 
Domsj oanget 
Sundmo 
L. decidua, L. leptolepis, L. sibirica 
L. sibirica 
L. sibirica 
L. sibirica 
It was stressed that this situation might be drastically changed 
another year. 
The advantage of using Eltebo as a lest locality concerning a 
satisfactory pollen production in larch species was pointed out. 
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Sammanfattning 
Fortsatta studier av meiosen och pollenbildningen hos lark 
I det foreliggande arbelet har  ntveclilingsforloppet 110s pollennioder- 
cellerna (PMC) i de t re  larkarterna L d z  decidua, L. leptolepis saml 
L. sibirica sluderats. Vilka liloner som studerades p5  olika lobaler i 
Sverige (se Fig. 1 )  framgBr av tabellerna i appendix. Specie11 vilit 
lades pB analysen av temperaturinflytandet 115 utveclilingsforloppet 
samt indulitionen av fullstandigt skadade knoppar. Dylilia lmoppar 
innehiiller uteslutande sltadade PMC. 
ArtskLllnader betr i i jande m e i o s j o r l o p p ~ t  
Eftersorn vi i rBra undersokningar ar intresserade av sannoliliheten 
for uppkoinst av skador ar clet av intresse at t  lionstruera pararnetrar 
son1 ger vardefulla upplysningar rorande sannoliliheten fijr indul i t' ion 
av sliador. Enligt Eriksson (19GS b)  finns det tvB faser av slor tem- 
peraturliBnslighet hos PMC av lark. Den forsta utgors av utvcclilingen 
f r am till det liansliga diplotenstadiet medarl den andra fasen utgors 
av stadierna diakines - telofas I1 om man unclantar interfasen. Detta 
innebar a l t  u p p n h ~ d e t  av diplotenstadiet a r  av intresse for forutsa- 
gelser angiiende uppliomst a r  frostsliador. Belraffande den andra 
fasen av hog kansliglaet sliulle utvecltlingen f r h  90 C/b av PAIC i 
diploten till 90 % av PhfC i tctradstadiet vara upplysande. 
Forsta frostliunsliga fasen. 81 en om lidpunliten for den forsla fixe- 
ringen varierade f G n  lolial till loltal Tar det av intresse at t  bestamma 
procenttalet PMC i diploten under olitober miinad 1967. Resultaten 
friin denna bestamning har  salmnanfattats i Fig. 74. SBsoni framgiir 
av denna figur a r  det en marliant sliillnad mellan den sibirislta 1Llten 
ii den ena sidan samt den europeislia och japanslia larken B den 
andra sidan. Endast hos en sibirisli. larlililon var diplotenstadiet inte 
fullstandigt uppniitt under olitober 1967, namligen hos ltlon IS 181 
frBn Sundmo. 
Det k a n  konstateras a t t  sannoliliheten for indulttion av hiistskador 
a r  storre 110s europeislt och japansk lark an  hos sibirisli lark. 
Andra frostkiinsliga fasen.  I Fig. 75 har  genomsnittsdaturn for 
femtioprocentig passering av diplotenstadiet hos de olilia arterna an- 
givits separnt for de olilia lokalerna. Av Fig. 75 framgBr det tydligt 
alt  diplotenstadiet passeras tidigare hos L. sibirica a n  hos L. decidua. 
Detta galler for samtliga lolialer. Den mest markanta skillnaden ob- 
serverades vid ~ k e b o ,  medan skillnaden var minst vid Kratte Mas- 
ugn. Den japanslia larken visade sig vara intermediar i stockholms- 
regionen och i Varmland. Daremot var det troligen ingen skillnad 
mellan japansk och sibirisk lark vid Eliebo betraffande femtiopro- 
centig passering av diploten. 
Med ledning av de data som presenterats i Fig. 75 kan det fast- 
slBs at t  sannolikheten for indulition av frostskador okar i foljande 
ordning: L. decidua - L. lepfolepis - L. sibirica. Detta galler under 
den forutsattningen att frostliansligheten ar densamma hos PMC 
av alla tre arterna. 
Eftersom fixeringar togs nastan dagligen under slutskedet av meios- 
forloppet hos de liloner som vaxte vid Broltnas, Ernvilt och Grabb- 
torp liunde utveclilingsforloppet bast foljas hos dessa kloner. For de 
europeiska och japanska Iarlililoner som vaxle pB dessa lolialer har 
utstracliningen i tiden for utvcclilingen frBn 90 % av PMC i diploten 
till 90 % av PMC i tetradstadiet Btergivits i Fig. 32. Denna figur av- 
slojar att det ar en markant skillnad mellan I,. decidna och L. lepto- 
lepis. Den genomsnittliga tiden for denna utvecltling har Bskhdlig- 
gjorts i Fig. 76. Resultaten i denna figur bekraftar den tidigare rang- 
ordningen betraffande sannolikheten for uppltomst av frostskador 
hos de undersokta larkarterna. Det betonades dock att situationen 
ltunde vara helt omliaslad ett annat Br. Inilieringsdatum for den 
fortsatta utvecklingen frBn diploten ar av stor betydelse fiir utstrack- 
ningen i tiden av den andra fasen av hog frosllianslighet. 
En lokals lamplighet betraffande pollenproduktionen 
Pollensteriliteten var ofta 1Ag hos L. decidzza och L. leptolepis vil- 
ket knnde antyda at t  det fanns goda mojligheier for en tillfredsstal- 
lando friisattning. Man m5ste emellertid ltomma ihBg at1 inte bara 
pollenkvaliteten ar av betydelse for frosattningen. I'ollenkvantiteten 
var ofta otillfredsstallande hos den europeiska larlien vid Deje, vilket 
framgiir av Fig. 2-3 och 12-14. 
I Fig. 77  har det genomsnittliga procenttalet av fullstandigt skada- 
de knoppar (betraffande beraltningen se sid. 51) och den genomsnittli- 
ga pollensteriliteten under 1968 BskAdliggjorls for de olika arterna 
och lolialerna. BBda ltolu~nnerna i Fig. 7 7  sltall vara IBga for att man 
sltall ltunna reltommendera en loltal betraffande pollenproduktionen. 
PB basis av resultaten frBn 1968 sltulle man kunna komma fram till 
foljande reliorilnlendation : 
Lolial Art 
Stocltholmsregionen I,. decidzza, L. leptolepis, L. sibirica 
Varmland L. sibirica 
Domsj oanget L ,  sibirica 
Sundmo L. sibirica 
Det poangterades at t  forhillandena lian vara helt annorlunda ett 
annat Ar varfor denna reliommendation inte f i r  iiversliattas. Detta 
framgAr av Fig. 78 dar den genomsnittliga pollensteriliteten for 1-3 
Ar har berdinats.  Med ledning av de data som presenterats i Fig. 78 
ltan man endast reliommendera Varmland och Donisjoanget betraf- 
fande den sibirislia larken. Daremot har  inte nigon av lokalerna varit 
hclt tillfredsstallande d5 det galler pollenproduktionen 110s den euro- 
peislia och japanslia larken. Det bor i detta sammanhang betonas a t t  
utveclilingsforloppet bor studeras under en foljd av 5r for at t  man 
&all kunna liomma fram till allmanna reliommendationer. 
PA grund av att  teillperaturvaxliiigar omkring 0" C forekoinmer ofta 
under vintern vid Ekebo sliulle denna lolial vara lamplig sorn testlolial 
betraffande den generativa anpassningen p i  hansidan. Iiloner sorn inte 
passerar diploten forran vintern ar  forbi trots temperaturviixlingarna 
liommer att h a  goda forutsattningar for en god pollenproduktion inte 
bara vid Elcebo utan aven vid aildra lokaler. 
Meiosstadiernas varaktighei 
Endast ett par exempel p5 ensliilda meiosstadirrs varaktighet pre- 
senterades i Fig. 72-73. Trots at t  den totala varalilighcten a\ ul- 
I ecltlingen dialiines - telofas I1 sltilde sig vasentligt hos de undersokta 
lilonerna visade sig interfasen vara den Iangsta av dessa stadier foljd 
av inetafas I. Anafas I1 och telofas 11 visade sig vara de mest kort- 
variga stadierna. Det betonades at t  det a r  meningslost at t  studera var- 
alitigheten av ensliilda stadier sivida detta inte slier vid en bestamd 
temperatur. 

Table 1. Compilation of the clones of L. decidua investigated at different localities 1967-68. 
L.rleciduu Figure Brolinas Deje Eliebo Grabbtorp Krat le  Sundmo 
hIasugn 
E 1001 2 X 
E 1009 3 X X 
E 2002 4-5 x x x 
E 2004 6 X 
E 2005 6 x 
E 2006 7 x 
E 2012 8 
E 2013 9 
L 2001 10 
N 2001 11 
R 1001 12 
R 1002 13 
R 1003 14 
S 2002 15 x 
S 6204 15 x 
X 1002 16 
X 1003 16 
X 2001 17 
X 2002 17 
IS 6 18  
IS 272 18  
IS 520 19  
IS 521 19  
BElidlo 3 I 11 23 
Ormea 8 20 
Ormea 10 20 
Pergine 1 22 
Pergine 4 22 
Pergine 6 21 
Pergine 10 21 
Pragelato 14 24 
Star6 Hory 
114 23 
Table 2. Compilation of the clones of L. leptolepis investigated at differentlocalities1967-68. 
L. lep fo lepis  Figure Broltniis Brunsberg Ekebo Ernvilt Grabbtorp 
F 1001 34 x 
L. 1001 34 X 
L 8 3 5 X 
L 1002 3 6 x 
L 1004 3 6 X 
L 1006 3 7 X 
L 1007 37 X 
L. 2005 38 
L 2006 38 
M 2001 39 
hI 2002 40 
RI 2003 4 1 
11 3018 35 
Table 2. (continued) 
L. leptolepis Figure Brolcnas Brunsberg Ekebo Ernr ik  Grabbtorp 
N 2005 
S 4600 
Azu R 7 
Xzu R 8 
Xar I 8 
Nar I 9 
Xar J 16 
Nar J 20 
Ren L 7 
Talc P 4 
Talc P 7 
Talc (2 19 
Yatsu S 4 
a Sodra Vilren b Deje 
Table 3. Compilation of the clones of L. sibirica investigatedat different localities 1967-68. 
L. sibirica Figure Domsjo- Ekebo Ernvik Kratte Sodra Sundmo 
anget Masugn Viken 
E 1002 
E 1004 
E 1005 
E 2011 
u 1001 
SV 2001 
\v 2002 
ST' 2003 
SV 2004 
SY 5001 
\IT 5002 
\T 5006 
STT 5007 
\ST 5008 
Y 4002 
Y 4005 
Y 4006 
AC 1001 
AC 1002 
AC 1003 
AC 1004 
AC 2003 
4 C  2006 
AC 3003 
AC 3004 
IS 85 
IS 181 
S F  7011 
S F  7012 
S F  7014 
SF 7015 
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